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• We can separate a robust 
response to sea ice loss from 
“the remainder” of global 
warming.

• The impact of this 
“remainder” seems less 
robust.

• There are overlapping 
mechanisms of Arctic 
tropospheric change.

How Do ESMs Simulate 
Arctic Atmospheric Change?

Mackenzie Delta flyover, 3/2018
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Arctic sea ice area (106 km2)

Arctic and Tropical Change Are Entangled

Typical greenhouse 
warming experiment

Typical sea-ice loss experiment

In well-sampled 
coupled ocean-
atmosphere models:

• Global warming 
drives sea-ice loss.

• Induced sea-ice loss 
drives ‘mini’ global 
warming (Deser et 
al. 2015).

How can we 
disentangle these 
effects?



GHG Forcing Ice Loss GHG Forcing 
without Ice Loss

• Annual  mean
• CCSM4
• Deser et al. 2015

• DJF mean
• CNRM-GAME
• Oudar et al. 

2017

• DJF mean
• CanESM2
• McCusker et al. 

2017

Zonal-Mean Temperature Response



CCSM4, ghost forcing
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CNRM-CM5, flux adjust
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CanESM2, nudging
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CCSM4, albedo
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CESM1, albedo
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HadGEM3, nudging
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“Consistency & Discrepancy”: Temperature Response to Sea Ice Loss



Ice Loss GHG Forcing 
without Ice Loss

Confidential manuscript submitted to Geophysical Research Letters

Figure 2. Supplementary. Zonal average SAT response in DJF for di�erent forcings (
�
C).

Figure 3. Supplementary. a) The isolated response in zonal mean temperature, [T], to Arctic sea ice loss

(ICEcold) in DJF in color (
�
C), overlaid with climatological control simulation (here, CPI IPI ) contours.

b) is as a) but shows the isolated response to doubling CO2 (CO2hi). c) is as a) but shows the sum of ICE

and CO2. d) is as a) but shows the response to the combined forcings. Panels e-h), and i-l) are as a-d) but

for the zonal mean geopotential height [Z] and zonal mean zonal wind [U] responses, respectively. Stippling

indicates a significant response at the 95% level using a two-sided Student’s t test (no significance testing is

performed for Sum).
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DJF Zonal Mean U Response

• CNRM-GAME
• Oudar et al. 

2017

• CanESM2
• McCusker et al. 

2017



Ice Loss GHG Forcing 
without Ice Loss

DJF SLP Response

 T. Oudar et al.
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air from the marginal seas due to sea ice retreat, which is 
then transferred to the ocean.

It is important to mention that even if Arctic sea ice loss 
is the largest in summer and autumn (Fig. 1a), the turbulent 
flux response is maximum in winter (Fig. 6c, d). This tem-
poral delay between maximum sea ice decrease and surface 
response exists because the air-sea temperature contrast is 
the strongest in wintertime [similar results are shown in 
Deser et al. (2010, 2015) and Screen et al. (2013)], enhanc-
ing the turbulent local exchanges. Deser et al. (2010) shows 
that this delayed response is also observed in 2-meter tem-
perature and precipitation, which are maximal in winter.

3.2  Large-scale atmospheric circulation response

3.2.1   Near-surface response

In this section, we investigate the low-level atmospheric 
circulation response with a focus on winter (DJF) and 
summer (JJA) seasons. The decomposition of the total 
effect GHG + ICE, into GHG and ICE effects as well as 
the ΔRCP, on sea level pressure (SLP) and zonal wind at 
850 hPa (U850) are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for winter and 
summer respectively. For both Figs. 7 and 8 the GHG + ICE 

and ΔRCP responses are very close, confirming once again 
the good functioning of the experimental protocol.

The winter SLP GHG + ICE response exhibits a marked 
regional behavior with a significant decrease over the 
North Pacific (more than 5 hPa), North America and cen-
tral Arctic, and a significant increase over Greenland, the 
North Atlantic, the Euro-Mediterranean region, central 
Asia and over the Himalayas (Fig.  7b). The separation in 
GHG (Fig. 7c) and ICE (Fig. 7d) effects suggests that Arc-
tic sea ice loss contribution primarily drives the strong SLP 
decrease over the North Pacific, North America and central 
Arctic, as well as the increase over Greenland (Fig. 7d). As 
a consequence of the sea ice retreat, the SLP anomalies are 
positive over the Northern Eurasia in ICE. This is coherent 
with lots of studies (Mori et al. 2014; Vihma 2014; Cohen 
et al. 2014), which showed that the SLP increase over Eura-
sia in the past decades was mainly explained by anomalous 
sea ice in the Barents-Kara seas. Over the North Atlan-
tic and Northern Eurasia, GHG and ICE have opposite 
impacts (Fig.  7c, d). In the North Atlantic, GHG induces 
positive SLP anomalies, whereas the ICE response projects 
onto the negative NAO pattern. Moreover GHG radiative 
forcing dominates the response in the North Atlantic sub-
tropics and in the Mediterranean region. This results in a 
non-significant response in the North Atlantic when both 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(g) (h)(e) (f)

Fig. 7  a, e ΔRCP, b, f GHG + ICE, c, g GHG, d, h ICE effects 
(shading) for (top) sea level pressure (SLP, units in hPa) and (bottom) 
zonal wind at 850 hPa (U850, units in m s−1) for winter (DJF) season. 
We recall that GHG + ICE effect is computed as CTL21–CTL20, the 
GHG effect as ICE20–CTL20 and the ICE effect is ICE21–CTL20. 

The green contours correspond to the climatological sea level pres-
sure (contour interval is 5 hPa) and zonal wind at 850 hPa (contour 
interval is 10  m  s−1) computed from the CTL20 simulation. Dotted 
areas represent statistically significant differences according to a t test 
at the 5% confidence level
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Figure 2. (a) The response of SAT to Arctic sea ice loss (ICEcold) in DJF in color (∘C), overlaid with climatological control simulation (here, CPIIPI) contours (10∘C
interval, zero contour omitted). (b) Same as Figure 2a but shows the response to doubling CO2 (CO2hi). (c) Same as Figure 2a but shows the sum of ICE and
CO2. (d) Same as Figure 2a but shows the response to the combined forcings. (e–h, i–l, and m–p) Same as Figures 2a–2d but show the SLP, Z500, and U700
responses, respectively, with contour intervals of 8 hPa from 992 to 1032, 200 m from 4900 to 5900, and 5 m/s (zero contour omitted), respectively. Stippling
indicates a significant response at the 95% level using a two-sided Student’s t test (no significance testing is performed for Sum). Percentages are the percentage
variance of the Full response explained by ICEcold, CO2hi, and Sum responses, as computed from area-weighted pattern correlations of the Northern Hemisphere.
The number below the percentage is the Northern Hemisphere RMSE between ICEcold, CO2hi, or Sum patterns and the Full pattern, normalized by spatial
standard deviation of Full.

a nearly opposite pattern over the Atlantic sector (Figure 2n). Supporting information Figure S3 also displays
a consistent poleward weakening of the zonal mean zonal winds in both the response to sea ice loss and,
to a lesser extent, to CO2 doubling.

However, the zonal mean of the zonal wind response obscures the distinct responses that occur over the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans especially for CO2hi. Zonal averaging the zonal wind over the ocean basins sep-
arately reveals that sea ice loss and CO2 doubling act together to weaken the Pacific jet on the poleward
side and enhance it in the upper level core (supporting information Figures S4i and S4j). In contrast, over the
Atlantic Basin, sea ice loss weakens the subtropical jet and causes the eddy-driven jet to shift equatorward, in
opposition to the strengthening of the subtropical jet and poleward shift of the eddy-driven jet in response
to doubling CO2 (supporting information Figures S5i and S5j).

MCCUSKER ET AL. SEPARABILITY OF SEA ICE LOSS AND GHGS 7959
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MCCUSKER ET AL. SEPARABILITY OF SEA ICE LOSS AND GHGS 7959

• CNRM-GAME
• Oudar et al. 

2017

• CanESM2
• McCusker et al. 

2017

(See Screen et al. 2018 
for more ice loss figures)
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How can we disentangle 
them?

• “Two-parameter 
pattern scaling” 
(Blackport and 
Kushner 2017; Hay et 
al. submitted and in 
prep,)

Sea ice loss without low-latitude warming
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Pattern Scaling for Annual T Response



Diagnostic: Tropics, No Sea-Ice Loss, DJF SLP

Diagnostic: Sea-ice Loss, No Tropics, DJF SLP 

Screen et al. 2018, Hay et al., in review and in prep.

Pattern Scaling across many Models



with the observed changes, the model responses show
widespread and deep tropospheric warming in middle
and high latitudes, with the strongest warming near the
surface across the Arctic. However, there are also dif-
ferences between the observed and simulated changes.
In contrast with the observed temperature changes, the
models do not show a substantial decrease in the mid-
tropospheric temperature gradient between lower and
higher latitudes. This characteristic of the observed

difference between the two periods cannot be explained
by a sensitivity to lower boundary changes and pre-
scribed changes in atmospheric composition. As will be
discussed subsequently, this result has important impli-
cations for understanding the nature of Arctic linkages
with lower latitudes.
To illustrate the specific nature of temperature impacts

resulting from sea ice changes, the ensemble-mean dif-
ference between the AMIP and AMIP-noSIC simulations

FIG. 2. Latitude–height cross sections of decadal zonal-mean temperature difference (2003–12 minus 1979–88) for
OND of (top) average of four reanalyses, (middle) simulated zonal-mean temperature difference based on observed
SST and radiative forcing (from AMIP) for (left) CAM4 and (right) ECHAM5, and (bottom) simulated 2003–12
mean contribution of sea ice loss to atmospheric zonal-mean temperature difference for (left) CAM4 and (right)
ECHAM5. Gray contours indicate normalized differences based on one SD of observed decadal variability (see
appendix B for details). Nonlinear scaling of the x axes takes into account the area of the globe represented by the
zonal mean.
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• Response to 
Observed Sea Ice 
Loss, October-
December

• AGCM CAM4

Perlwitz et al. 2015 (also Screen et al. 2012, Deser et al. 2015)

• Adding the impact 
of SST change 
(warming)

Why Does the Arctic Troposphere Warm?

Why do remote SSTs warm the 
Arctic troposphere?



Deser et al. 2015

• Response to 
Induced Sea Ice 
Loss, DJF T

• Coupled CCSM4

• Response to 
Imposed Sea Ice 
Loss from the 
above sea ice.

• AGCM CAM4

Why Does the Arctic Troposphere Warm?

Why does coupling warm the 
Arctic troposphere?



Is it tropically forced dynamics?Why Does the Arctic Troposphere Warm?
Is It ….

• Tropically forced atmospheric responses (e.g. 
Ding et al. 2014)?

• Tropically forced coupled ocean-atmosphere 
dynamics (e.g. Tomas et al. 2016)?

• Radiative impacts of poleward advected moisture 
(e.g. Lee et al. 2017, Caballero et al. 2016)?

• Latent heat release through poleward (and 
upward) moisture transport (e.g. Skific et al. 
2013, Laliberte and Kushner 2013, Caballero et al. 
2016, Merlis and Henry in review, Armour et al. in 
review)?



Blackport and Kushner submitted

Why Does the Arctic Troposphere Warm?
Is it a back effect of sea ice loss?

ΔSIC Δ SIT Δ SST

• These are the ice-loss and SST warming patterns 
from Russell Blackport’s sea ice loss simulations.

• What is the impact of the SST warming on the 
Arctic troposphere?

• Test using AGCM CAM5.



Sea Ice Only DifferenceSea Ice + SST (>40N)

Blackport and Kushner submitted

DJF T
Response

DJF U
Response



• We should learn why the response to sea 
ice loss is more robust than the remainder 
of the response. In particular, how do 
coupling and remote SSTs warm the Arctic 
troposphere?
– Tropical driving and midlatitude SSTs 

could play a role.
– Watch for impact on Arctic lapse rate 

and on surface warming. 
• “This is all models – is this stuff relevant or 

observable?”
– Sea ice loss frequently counteracts the 

circulation response to GHGs (negative 
feedback, ‘tug of war’).

– Hard to separate from internal 
variability.

How Do ESMs Simulate 
Arctic Atmospheric Change?



The Bagel House, Toronto, 4/2018


